The Church of England's ceremonial and liturgical revival in the midnineteenth century, prompted by the Ecclesiological Society which was founded in 1839, reinstated traditional Catholic worship and musical traditions. The Ecclesiological Society was a group of laity and clergy who had been inspired by the Oxford Movement in Anglican theology. As High Anglicans, sometimes also called "ritualists" or "Puseyites" because of the principles and church figures they followed, the Ecclesiologists were determined to return the Church of England to its pre-Reformation roots through careful attention to the revival of medieval art, architecture, music, symbolism, and particularly liturgy. By 1860 the fabric of Hereford Cathedral urgently needed restoring and adapting in order to accommodate such liturgical renewal, but the cathedral Chapter were opposed to anything that emulated the Roman Catholic practice. A programme of restoration was begun that included the replacement of an existing stone screen with a new one. In 1862, responding to an appeal from the Dean and Chapter of Hereford Cathedral for the restoration of the cathedral, the architect George Gilbert Scott provided an estimate of £1,500 for a new choir screen. Scott explained that instead of extending the Choir westward, through the Tower as formerly, and severing it from the remainder of the Church by a solid Screen of stone thus limited in length to its more natural position, the eastern arm of the Cathedral; an open unobstructed screen (has been) substituted for the close structure of stone, an arrangement already carried out with great practical advantage at Ely and Lichfield. When the screen is placed in its proper position beneath these glorious Norman Arches which support the Tower, it will be satisfactory to see that productions of modern art may be made to blend harmoniously with the types of beauty furnished by the taste and science of former ages.
1
The Dean and Chapter responded that "The refitting of the Choir and the introduction of a magnificent open Screen of Metal-work, in lieu of the ancient Stone Screen" would have the effect of "opening out the Choir to the Nave and rendering nearly the entire church available for public worship, an alteration of the greatest practical importance". But they also noted that "the casing and decoration of the organ" was "as yet unprovided for". An article published in The Times in May 1862, when the screen was exhibited in London at the International Exhibition at South Kensington, noted that "The colouring and the gilding have been applied only with a view to the effect of the whole piece when shown in the subdued light of a Cathedral interior." Furthermore, the article noted that "the passion and everlasting flowers especially have been much used, and with admirable effect." The brass work was "intermixed with broad masses of vitreous mosaic", which were composed of "over 50,000 pieces of ironstone, marble etc involving 70 workmen over a period of 5 weeks from the end of March to May". 6 The passion flower (Passiflora) had been adopted as a symbol of Christ's Passion by Spanish Christian missionaries from the fifteenth century. Its physical structure was interpreted as representing Christ's last days and crucifixion. The pointed tips of the leaves recalled the Holy Lance; the tendrils, the whips used in the flagellation of Christ; the ten petals and sepals, the ten faithful apostles; the radial filaments, the crown of thorns; the chalice-shaped ovary with its receptacle, the Holy Grail; the three stigmata, the three nails; and the five anthers below them, the five wounds (four inflicted by the nails and one by the lance). The blue and white colours of the flower came to represent Heaven and Purity.
7
The description in Murray's Handbook, produced for visitors to Hereford Cathedral and first published in 1864, endorses the newly installed Skidmore screen. "It may safely be said that this screen is the finest and most complete work of its class which has been produced in recent times." It affords a complete vindication of the advantage and beauty of metal-work for the purpose of which it is here applied. While the screen forms a sufficient division between the nave and the choir, its extreme lightness permits the use of both tower and transept for congregational purposes. The heads of the arches and the spandrels between them are enriched with elaborate tracery, chiefly formed by flowers and leafage; and the design of the cornice and cresting is of similar character. Single figures of angels, holding up instruments of music, are placed on brackets, at the termination of the screen, North and South. Ten years earlier, George Gilbert Scott had in fact voiced doubts about the removal of the stone pulpitum at Hereford Cathedral, which he regarded as a diocesan loss and an error from an antiquarian perspective. He explained that the metal screen came about because Skidmore "was anxious to have some great work in the exhibition of 1862 and offered to make the screen at a very low price. I designed it on a somewhat massive scale, thinking that it would thus harmonize better with the heavy architecture of the choir. Skidmore followed my design but somewhat aberrantly. It is a fine work, but too loud and self-asserting for an English church." 10 Murray's Handbook notes that the screen's "projecting branches for lights, are unusual and picturesque".
11 The standard gas lamps were lit with more than fifty jets of gas, and with the great corona lucis designed by Scott and executed by Skidmore which was suspended from the centre of the tower, the effect was of more than Oriental magnificence . . . the circlet of the crown sheds a soft and diffused light down upon the screen, and the standards surrounding the circle, which consist of groups of light enveloping a mass of crystals, produce a singular and gem-like appearance, suggestive of jewels on a crown, whilst serving the practical purpose of illuminating the upper part of the tower. Beyond all question, the time when the entire building appears to the greatest advantage is Sunday evening, when the Corona and Standards are lighted.
12
After the re-opening in 1863, Sunday evening services were very popular. Scott compared the crowd of people waiting in the north porch to that "at a pit door at the theatre". Sir Frederick Ouseley (1825-1889), who was ordained priest in 1855 and was professionally trained as a musicologist, resolved "to raise the music in the Sanctuary". Ouseley was determined to build on the musical foundations laid by the cathedral prebendary John Jebb (1805-1886), former rector of the parish of Peterstow, Herefordshire. Jebb was an important liturgist who had been appointed in 1858 and later became a canon. The window dedicated to Jebb's memory in the choir clerestory shows four angels playing musical instruments, a harp, a portative organ, a violin, and a citole (fig. 4) down from the crossing screen in 1841. Following the temporary re-siting of the instrument at floor level at the eastern end of the north aisle of the nave after the pulpitum was removed, a new instrument (incorporating some elements of the old organ) was built by Gray and Davison. Used for the first time in June 1864, the organ was placed in the westernmost bay of the south choir aisle. Scott designed a wrought-iron framework to display the visible pipes rather than create a more substantial case, but had those pipes elaborately painted and gilded, at a cost of £154. The organ immediately proved unsatisfactory for a number of reasons, and less than ten years later the leading organ builder, Henry Willis, recommended a complete rebuilding (including lifting the whole case 1.5 metres higher up), for which work £1,300 was raised by public subscription (fig. 7) . The organ therefore became a key element of the chancel renovation together with the Hereford Screen. In order to understand the aesthetic and symbolic aspects of the screen, it needs to be considered together with the 1860s Gray and Davison organ, for which Scott also designed decoration deliberately in keeping with the colours and patterns of the Hereford Screen.
Performing the Sacred
Musical Bowered on sloping hillsides rise In sunny glow, the purpling vine; Beneath the greyer English skies, In fair array, the red-gold apples shine.
. . . On and on old Tiber speeds, Dark with the weight of ancient crime; Far north, thr' green and quiet meads, Flows on the Wye in mist and silv'ring rime . . . The pifferari wander far, They seek the shrines, and hymn the peace Which herald angels, 'neath the star; Foretold to shepherds, bidding strife to cease.
. . . Our England sleeps in shroud of snow, Bells, sadly sweet, knell life's swift flight, And tears, unbid, are wont to flow, As "Noel! Noel!" sounds across the night.
To those in snow, To those in sun, Love is but one! Hearts beat and glow, By oak and palm. Friends, in storm or calm.
The setting is for high voices, with optional tenor and bass parts, and is in G minor and G major like the Enigma theme. The reference to pipers wandering far is a quotation from the "Pastoral Symphony" in Handel's Messiah. The Hereford Screen epitomizes the juxtaposition of tradition and innovation in mid-nineteenth-century architectural practice. Its exquisite colouring and jewel-like detail capture the symbolism and variety of tone associated with the liturgical calendar. Its lace-like tracery indicates the world beyond the screen. In Hereford Cathedral, the screen provided a prelude to the Eucharist at the heart of musical and liturgical celebration. At the Victoria and Albert Museum, its presence underlines this great museum's foundation in the Victorian era, and its superb condition, following intensive conservation, anticipates the V&A's restoration of the North and South Courts as a setting for nineteenth-century art and design of Europe, America, and beyond.
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